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A Message from Donna Hartlen, Executive Director
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Executive Director
Donna Hartlen

Firstly, many of you realize that this newsletter is the first in some time. We have
had difficulties for many different reasons securing articles to publish. Therefore,
there will be a second newsletter coming mid-winter and we’ll be back on
schedule for spring-summer. Thank you for your patience.

Officers
Tamer Mikhail

We could really use your help. Please consider submitting your personal story.

President

Marilyn Rose

Our community benefits greatly from your patient and caregiver stories. We are

Vice President

committed to not letting any patient and family member feel alone. I know it is difficult to visit or

Howard Huss

Treasurer

Board of Directors
Kim Brooks

re-visit the impact that our disorders have had on our lives, but your stories need to be told, for
awareness and in support of others that will get diagnosed and be frightened about their futures.
Thank you for your consideration. Give the foundation a call if you are interested.

Jane Field

Holly Gerlach
Howard Huss

Secondly, we need your help across Canada to support patients and their families. We have many

Tamer Mikhail
Marilyn Rose

urban centres across the country without a local volunteer. Whether you are in Timmins or

Ron Van Holst

Vancouver, let us know if you’d like to support other patients and their families. Call or email the

Demetrios Strongolos

Medical Advisory
Board

foundation and someone will be in touch.
I also would like to bring attention to the announcement within this newsletter that the foundation

Steven Baker, MD
Brenda Banwell, MD

is accepting applications for board seat designations and regional director positions. The board of

Pierre Bourque, MD

directors especially welcomes applications from individuals that can represent regions that are

Vera Bril, MD

currently not at the table, such as, BC, Prairies, Maritimes, and Quebec. Being a patient is not a

Kristine Chapman, MD

requirement for designation. The foundation welcomes bright, creative, and skilled leaders that

Timothy Benstead, MD

Colin Chalk, MD
Angela Genge, MD

Gillian Gibson, MD
Angelika Hahn, MD

Hans Katzberg, MD
Kurt Kimpinski, MD
Rami Massie, MD

want to make the commitment to our rare disease community.
As we reflect on 2018 and begin anew in 2019, the foundation would like to thank all that have
supported our program year. There were multiple fundraisers. Thank you Chantele and Ryder

Elizabeth Pringle, MD

Debolt for your efforts to raise awareness and to fundraise for research in Vulcan, AB. Many thanks

Jiri Vasjar, MD

for everyone that participated and supported the Calgary Walk n Roll in May in honour of Laura

Chris White, MD

Rutherford. Great turnout!! Another special thank-you to Jason Kent in Saskatoon for the local

Zaeem Siddiqi, MD

Douglas Zochodne, MD
Proudly Supports

planning for the Saskatoon Educational event in October. Thank you to all of our volunteers that
supported the educational and volunteer meet and greet events, supported patients with peer-topeer support, and told their stories within the community to raise awareness. The work you do in
your communities is so important and is truly appreciated!
I must also thank our sponsors, Medical Advisory Board, and of course our board of directors. We
truly appreciate your commitment of personal time in support of our GBS-CIDP-MMN community.
! continued next page
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For example, educational events would not happen without your commitment. Thank-you for advocating for our
patients in 2018 and we appreciate your commitment as we begin a new year.
Enjoy this edition of the newsletter and watch for announcements for the upcoming program year!
Wishing you a safe and wonderful holiday season!

Warmly, Donna

Meet Nancy Edwards
Office and Events Admin
The foundation welcomes Nancy Edwards to the foundation team. She’s the friendly voice on the foundation line. Don’t
hesitate to connect with us about any ideas, concerns, or questions.

Nancy Edwards, after working the majority of her career in Public Service and Corporate IT, made
a change to working in Health Care, primarily working with seniors and clients with Multiple
Sclerosis. In addition she has been a yoga Instructor for over 8 years with over 350 hours of
Teacher training. Part of her practice has been to teach Chair Yoga for people with MS and for
seniors.
A Mom of 2 girls, Nancy and her family have been living in Durham Region for 15 years. She is
also studying Therapeutic Recreation part time, and is an active volunteer in the community. Nancy looks forward to
helping people through her work with the foundation.

We would like to thank our private donors
and the following sponsors for the support of our
2018 programs. It is through your generosity
that we can continue to publish
our ‘News and Views’

Platinum Sponsor

Canadahelps.org
A donation receipt is given for donations
of $10.00 or more

Gold Sponsor

Silver Sponsor
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Our CIDP Journey – from a Caregiver's Perspective
Submitted by Patricia Kent

My name is Patti Kent. My husband of 25 years has CIDP
When I was first asked to write this, I thought, why me? My
story isn’t special. I am just the woman behind the man; the taxi
driver and the pack mule. Do I have a story? Then Jason pointed out,
how much easier it would have been on me and my sanity, if I had
someone like me, who had been where I am now, when Jason got
sick. I was lucky to have many people who let me cry on their
shoulders while I went through the stages of grief and mourned our
past life. We found the GBS / CIDP Foundation about a year later. It
was reassuring to know we were not alone. In 7 years, I have talked to lots of patients and caregivers who
felt the same way I did. Remember, you are not alone. Find someone you can talk to, someone who will sit
and listen while you vent.
So here is a little bit about us. We were together for 31 years and had just celebrated our 25th
wedding anniversary. It was the spring of 2011 when Jason’s health started to decline. Our three amazing
children were seventeen, fourteen and ten at the time. Our youngest, that will study nursing in the fall and
plans to be a doctor, would come home everyday at lunch to make sure he was OK. She made and fed her
father his lunch, would help him to the washroom and got him back to where he wanted to be for the
afternoon. That is a lot to ask of a little girl of ten.
! Continued next page

Whitby Walk n Roll – Whitby Abilities Centre Indoor Track
Registered teams/participants only
Date: Saturday, Jan 26, 2018
Time: 10am Registration
Place: Whitby Abilities Centre
Details on the registering of teams, location, placing donations are available on our website.
www.gbscidp.ca
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Our CIDP Journey – from a Caregiver's Perspective con’d
If we are to be completely honest, his illness started

never say it was easy but I learned to do things I never

earlier than that. As is typical in a lot of cases, we first

thought possible. I repair things: the washing machine,

noticed something was wrong when he fell early in the

the dryer, and the furnace. I recall a cold day in December

spring and hurt himself, this was April. He bought a cane

when the furnace broke down the first time and we

at the drugstore to help steady himself, so what he

couldn’t afford to get it fixed. Luckily, with help of online

thought was an injury, could heal. By the end of May,

videos and supervision by Jason, I was able to pull out the

many doctors performed countless tests and the only

motor and replace the pulley and belt by myself. I was the

thing they could determine was that his fasting sugars

one who had to teach my kids to drive, pick them up from

were a little high. “Diabetes” I thought, I can handle this

late night parties and discipline them. I am really lucky

with diet and exercise. We made the adjustments to our

that I have such a great relationship with them. I am still

diet but Jason's condition didn't improve. It was the

learning something new everyday.

beginning of July when I finally convinced the medical
community that something was wrong. By this time, Jason

Sometimes, I resent all the hard work I have to do.

needed 2 canes to walk. The severity of his health issues

Honestly, what mom doesn’t feel like this? Occasionally, I

really hit home when I returned from a two-week trip.

just want someone to take care of me, feed me supper and

Since Jason was still driving at the time, I watched him lift

tell me everything is going to be OK. This is my disease as

his right leg (with his hand) to move it from the gas to the

much as it is Jason's even though I am not sick. Nobody

brake pedal, “Dumbass”, immediately I had him pull over

seems to get that. His bad days are my bad days. His

and it was the last time he drove. By the end of July, he

sleepless nights are my sleepless nights. One of the stages

was using a walker to get around. I started to get really

of grieving is depression. I still get depressed now and

worried that there was some underlying issue that the

again. I still get that feeling of not wanting to do or see

doctors were missing. I even called Jason’s family doctor. I

anyone, or have mornings when it is hard to get out of

give him credit as he talked to me and tried to alleviate my

bed. These feelings have improved since that first

fears. He suggested I take Jason to emergency, like that

summer, but I have my moments. I really have to stop the

was going to happen with my stubborn husband. It wasn’t

spiral and take care of myself. It might be as simple as

like I didn’t try. I cajoled and I cried. Boy, I cried a lot of

getting my haircut or as complicated as a weekend away.

tears that summer. Part of my problem was the not

Like they say, “You can’t pour from an empty cup”.

knowing what was wrong and part of it was that I had

Airlines always tell you to put your face-mask on first for a

already begun the grieving process – the life we dreamed

reason. You are no good to anyone if you can’t help

about was about to change dramatically and

yourself.

subconsciously I knew it. By the beginning of September,
Jason was confined to a scooter and his weight went down

If I have any words of wisdom to share it is this; take time

to about 140 pounds. It was the end of September after

to grieve. The life you thought you had is over. I am not

lots of tests, CT scans, an MRI and appointments that we

saying it won’t get better, but all my priorities changed.

finally had a diagnosis of CIDP. Jason started his first of

We started a two-income family, to one income, barely

110 Intravenous Gama Goblin (IVIg) treatments that

making ends meet some months. We tried to keep the

October. By the beginning of December, we realized that

status-quo and not disrupt our kids' lives. I think I started

he needed to focus on his health and was no longer able

the grieving process long before we got the diagnosis. I

to work.

think I spent most of the summer of 2011 in shock. I
remember seeing Jason so frail, the neurologist telling us

This illness changed our household dynamic. As I not only

that the good news was that it wasn’t ALS, and this would

became, the primary bread winner, but the chief cook and

be with us for the rest of our lives, “If you are going to

bottle washer. I was grateful to have a great job, a

have a neurological disorder, this is the best one to have.”

supportive boss and amazing benefits. I would

We spent a lot of time in the denial phase. When we were
! continued next page
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Our CIDP Journey – from a Caregiver's Perspective con’d
searching for answers, I kept hoping the illness was age

troop at a wilderness camp in Northern Saskatchewan.

related or from a medication imbalance, something that

Jason was in his scooter, sitting around the campfire

had an easy fix. I am glad it was not something worse. I

cooking us beans with the biggest smile on his face

still get angry. I kept wondering why this was happening

because to the youth he was just Scouter Jason and they

to us. We are good people. What did we do to deserve

treated him as such. The youth were fascinated with his

this? I know I came to accept our new way of life a lot

scooter and how he was going to manage in the bush.

earlier than Jason did, but I wasn’t using all of my energy

They were all stunned and laughed when I told them we

healing, as Jason was. It was early in September, before he

didn’t have to worry about bears because we could all run

was diagnosed, that my dad and I built a ramp up to the

faster than Jason. For that first year, it was sometimes

front door. We don’t often fight, but boy did we fight

easier to joke about the situation because if you really

about that. I am not sure what we would have done when

thought about it, you would cry.

December hit and those few steps to the front door would
have been impossible.

Do your research. Knowledge is power. When Jason was
first diagnosed he was just trying to hold on by a thread.

Grieving is different for everyone and those with this crazy

He didn’t care about the how and whys of the disease. He

disease have lost so much, especially mobility and

just needed to heal. I needed to know what to expect. I

freedom. This takes time. About a year before Jason

went to every appointment, asked questions and kept

became sick, he bought a little red sports car from a

notes. Two sets of ears are better than one. From the

young guy who needed to pay his rent. His intention was

beginning, I have known more about CIDP than our family

to fix it up. When he got sick we put it in the garage. I

doctor. There is lots of information out there to wade

have mentioned many times that I would like my garage

through and even the specialists can’t tell you how it is

back and that we should get rid of the sports car but

going to affect your loved one since the disease is

Jason's answer has always been NO! Fast forward 7 years

different for everyone. Finding the GBS/CIDP Foundation

and I think he is finally starting to think maybe the car

was a godsend. Without the Foundation, Jason may have

should go before it is totally destroyed. I sometimes think

never been taken off of treatment this year. Through the

the car is that little glimmer of hope in the back of Jason's

foundation we found out about Sub Cutaneous Gamma

mind and that someday he will be able to drive again.

globulin (SCIg). By advocating for this different treatment,
we were referred to a second neurologist who specializes

Be flexible and patient. Yes, you had plans. Yes, he said he

in neuromuscular neurology. While doing tests for a new

wanted to go. Yes, you were walking out the door when he

baseline they discovered that Jason might be in

decided that you should go without him. Sometimes I go,

“Remission”. A word we didn't think was possible. Will this

but usually I stay with him. Sometimes it is just 15

be the new normal? At the time of this writing he has not

minutes that he needs to lie down and then he is ready to

had IVIG in 7 months. I will be the first to admit, when he

go, and sometimes he is out for the night. We all tease

was taken off IVIG in January, I was frightened and very

him about just resting his legs for a while.

worried. While the intellectual part of my brain kept telling
me that he was under medical care, and that they would

Take time to laugh. When Jason first got sick I used to joke

never let him get to the point of being bed ridden and in a

that I always knew where he was, because he didn't move

wheelchair again, the emotional part of my brain was a

very fast anymore. He was usually right where I left him.

mess. I was a mess for the first few months. Last month

We have always been a family that enjoys the outdoors,

we were apart for about 3 weeks and when I got home I

whether it was camping, fishing or hiking. I remember the

marvelled at how well he was walking and how good he

summer of 2012 when I worked so hard to keep things

looked. Like the story of the frog and the hot water, I had

normal. I had never driven a vehicle pulling a trailer

been immersed in the day to day, that I didn’t see the

before, but we figured it out. It wasn’t pretty but it

progress. This leads me to probably the most important

worked. June 2012 we went to family camp with our scout

item, remember that behind the pain, the exhaustion and
the medication, they are still the person you loved before
they got sick. They are more than the disease.

GBS/CIDP Foundation of Canada
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Now approved by Health Canada: Hizentra®
Media Release
Now approved by Health Canada: Hizentra® (Subcutaneous Immunoglobulin [Human] 20% Liquid) for the Treatment of
Patients with Chronic Inflammatory Demyelinating Polyneuropathy (CIDP) for maintenance therapy
10 Oct 2018

Ottawa, ON – October 10, 2018
Global biotherapeutics leader CSL Behring announced that Hizentra® (Subcutaneous Immunoglobulin [Human] 20%
Liquid) has been approved for the treatment of chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (CIDP) as
maintenance therapy to prevent relapse of neuromuscular disability and impairment in Canada. The approval was based
on data from the Phase III PATH Polyneuropathy And Treatment with Hizentra®) study, which is the largest controlled
clinical trial in CIDP patients to date. CIDP is a rare autoimmune disorder that affects the peripheral nerves and may
cause permanent nerve damage. The recommended subcutaneous dose range for the treatment of CIDP is 0.2 to 0.4
g/kg (1 mL to 2 mL/kg) body weight per week.
In CIDP, the myelin sheath, or the protective covering of the nerves, is damaged, which may result in numbness or
tingling, muscle weakness, fatigue, and other symptoms. The effects of CIDP can worsen over time, leading to
significant activity limitations and a decreased quality of life. Approximately 30 percent of CIDP patients will progress to
wheelchair dependence if not treated. [1] It is estimated that approximately 8.9 people per 100,000 are affected by the
disease with a yearly incidence of 1.6/100,000.[2]
“The approval of Hizentra® in Canada marks an important milestone for patients struggling with the disabling
neurological effects of CIDP,” said Dr. Vera Bril, investigator in the PATH trial and Professor of Medicine (Neurology) at
the University of Toronto.
“Continued research and innovation is critical for people living with debilitating neuromuscular diseases like CIDP, so
we must encourage companies to keep investing in Canadian research” said Donna Hartlen, executive director of the
GBS|CIDP Foundation Canada. “The approval of Hizentra for CIDP now offers patients an option that will allow them to
administer their treatment at home.”
Important Information for Canada
Hizentra® (Subcutaneous Immunoglobulin [Human] 20% Liquid), is indicated for:
•

Treatment of Primary and Secondary Immune Deficiency

•

The treatment of patients with Chronic Inflammatory Demyelinating Polyneuropathy (CIDP) as maintenance therapy to prevent
relapse of neuromuscular disability and impairment.

Jason Kent @ CAEP – Calgary Association

Ryder’s Fundraiser for CIDP Research – Thank you Chantele, Ryder, and the Debolt

Emergency Physicians Conference

family of Vulcan, AB. Chantele and Ryder raised over $8,000.00 for research.

We
Need
Your Help

!

Actually, we need your
information.
It will help us help others like

If you haven’ t alre ady, please visit the Foundation’s
new website, www.gbscidp.ca. and register with us . We
need your updated information to allow us to keep you
informed about Foundation events, initiatives and
activities.

There will be news that will only be com ing
electronically, and sometimes specific to your region or
diagnosis. Patient surveys, educational events, walk
and roll, support meetings, volunteer opportunities, and
in some regions, we foresee calling upon you to help
advocate for our patient comm unity.
We are also expanding our social media presence.
Please Follow and Like us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/GBSCIDPCanada
Your help will allow us to reach and educate more
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Living The Unexpected
By Kathy Romanuk
It was October 3, 2014. I was looking forward to a well-deserved weekend off. I had plans to put together, things to
do!
I awoke early that Saturday morning, made my coffee and sat in my favourite chair, mulling over what to do first. As I
mindlessly reached for my mug I failed to notice that I wasn’t really “feeling” the handle and consequently dropped the
entire cup. I thought it wasn’t anything to pay attention to. When it happened a second time and then a third, I brushed
it off as a “weird thing”.
I went about my day not noticing that my body was trying to get my attention. My left leg was oddly numb along the
outside. Still, I dismissed it as “no big deal.”
On Sunday morning I tried to get out of bed and my limbs simply would not cooperate. I managed to crawl to the
living room, grabbed my phone to call my daughter and discovered that my lips couldn’t form words. I literally held my
mouth with my disengaged fingers to form “come help me”...and that was all I could manage.
I was rushed to emergency at Royal University Hospital in Saskatoon where I underwent inconclusive testing for the
next several hours. The question came up at one point as to whether or not I had had a flu shot recently. No, I had not,
so the next step was a neurology specialist coming in to do a spinal tap. (Apparently it was really cool to watch!)
I remember little after that. I deteriorated within hours as my body shut down and the raw nerve pain took over. The
decision was made on Tuesday, October 7, to induce me into a coma.
Due to the ferocity of the breakdown, my organs began to malfunction and 3 emergency drains were implanted into
my abdomen. I’d developed an abscess in my stomach. Unfortunately, during the procedure damage was done at the
valve site between my small and large intestine causing it to rupture. On October 23rd I had to undergo another
emergency surgery to rectify this. The surgeon had to take out quite a length of both my small and large intestine and
fit me with an ileostomy.
Ten days before Christmas I woke up. There were somewhere in the neighbourhood of 16 lines coming out of my
body, my eyes were sutured shut, I was completely paralyzed and in excruciating pain.
The next 6 weeks of existence were a blur of my children’s panicked faces, the terror and relief in my mom’s eyes, my
Daddy’s tears, hushed voices of my closest truest friends, my confusion and utter fear. I was trapped inside myself.
Communication was nearly impossible.
I was moved to an observation unit and began what would be the utmost fight of my life. Physiotherapy began,
relearning basic skills such as blinking and swallowing. Oh, the disappointment of missing Christmas dinner!
I spent the next weeks coming to grips with what I was. Invalid. Invalid. Broken. Never to be normal again. Yet, my spirit
would not allow me to wallow. I knew I had a choice to make: the whole “bitter/better” thing. And even in its muddled
state my mind was still capable of basic thought. I knew I wasn’t giving in to this! It Would Not Win!
In February of the following year I was well enough to be transferred to Saskatoon City Hospital to begin rehabilitation.
! continued next page
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Living The Unexpected con’d
After four months of intense, aggressive and seemingly impossible learning, pushing, failing and “giving myself one
more try” I was able to go home with a walker.
Due to the rapid onset of my symptoms I had been diagnosed with GBS, which often follows such a course of sudden
paralysis and gradual recovery. However, that was a mistake.
Two months later, I relapsed and was rushed back to emergency, back in a wheelchair. With my fabulous medical team
on board, they quickly determined that a new diagnosis was required. And CIDP emerged into my vocabulary. (It took
me a whole year to get my mouth around “demyelination”).
Now that we were on the right track in terms of my medication and the introduction of the IVIG treatment process, the
rehabilitation was rapid and I was back home in less than 2 months. But that’s where the real work began. What to do
with what I had left? My mind, relationships, life. The stuff that mattered.
It has been quite a ride. And although nothing is as it was, I am utterly grateful for each step, each bit of progress as
well as the setbacks. The struggle remains: my crippled feet, my un-cooperative hands, the gaps in cognition. The pain
is always there. Yet, I’m thankful. Thankful for my family, my children, my tribe of cheerleaders who have stood by as I
tackle living.
It will be four years this October. Four years through the refiners’ fires of CIDP. 4 years of the worst and best days
imaginable. And yet, I feel truly blessed. My health crisis has given me the opportunity to reach out and open doors to
encourage and support others as they struggle. I value every difficult day as it encourages me to be mindful of what
matters most. Life is no longer “normal”, but who wants that?!

Changes to donation criteria
Donor eligibility undergoes frequent revisions resulting in changes based on current scientific evidence. Donors who
were previously deferred could now be eligible to donate.
Here are some changes to our criteria that have recently come into effect. Remember, if you have any questions or are
not sure about your eligibility, please call to speak with one of our trained health professionals at 1 888 2 DONATE (1888-236-6283).
Link to Blood Criteria

GBS/CIDP Foundation of Canada
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GBS/CIDP Foundation of Canada
Board of Directors
Call for Applications
GBS/CIDP Foundation of Canada is a growing patient focused organization. The foundation is looking for skilled, highenergy, and committed individuals that will participate to our efforts in support, education, advocacy and advancing
research as a team member of our board. We are currently looking for individuals that reside within British Columbia,
Maritimes, Manitoba, and Quebec regions with the following backgrounds: Marketing and Social Media, Law, Advocacy,
Fundraising, Human Resources
Indicate any previous board experience and professional skills that you believe would benefit the board.
Send your CV to Tamer Mikhail, President, tmikhail@gbscidp.ca and Donna Hartlen, Exec Dir., dhartlen@gbscidp.ca
Duties and Expectations of a Board of Director
•

Regularly attends board meetings and important related meetings.

•

Makes serious commitment to participate actively in committee work.

•

Volunteers for and willingly accepts assignments and completes them thoroughly and on time.

•

Stays informed about committee matters, prepares themselves well for meetings, and reviews and comments on
minutes and reports.

•

Gets to know other committee members and builds a collegial working relationship that contributes to consensus.

•

Is an active participant in the committee's annual evaluation and planning efforts.

•

Participates in fundraising for the organization.
Whitby Walk and Roll – Abilities Centre
Saturday, Jan 26, 2019 @ 10am
(Indoor track -- Registration Required)
Vancouver Educational Afternoon

Upcoming Events!!
For more details visit www.gbscidp.ca

Sat Mar 9 or 16, noon – 4:30pm
(Date to be finalized and Registration Forms available
online – Jan 20, 2019)
National Conference
Fall 2019
Keep watching for event updates as we move into a new
program year!

GBS/CIDP Foundation of Canada
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GBS/CIDP Foundation of Canada

Regional Directors Needed
Western Region
Eastern Region
Quebec (Bilingual Position)

GBS/CIDP Foundation of Canada is a growing organization. The foundation is looking for skilled, high-energy, and
committed individuals that will volunteer to lead and engage our regional volunteers. This role requires excellent
organizational and communication skills.
Send your CV to Donna Hartlen, Exec Dir. dhartlen@gbscidp.ca. Please indicate any previous or current volunteer or
professional experience.
Hours per month: 10-15
Duties and Expectations for a Regional Director
•

Collect all relevant information from each committee

•

Work with each committee on regional requirements

•

Develop strategy with each committee for his/her own region

•

Manage all initiatives from each committee in his/her region

•

Direct patient support to appropriate regional liaisons

•

Provide monthly report to board members on initiatives in his/her own region
Current
o

Current Philanthropy and fundraising initiatives in his/her region

o

Patient Care and Support Committee initiatives for his/her region

Future
o

Marketing needs in his/her own region

o

Current volunteering needs and requirements for their regional events

o

Current Philanthropy and fundraising initiatives in his/her region

o

Patient Care and Support Committee needs for each region

Disclaimer
Information presented in the GBS/CIDP Foundation of Canada newsletter is intended for general educational purposes only, and should not be
construed as advising on diagnosis or treatment of Guillain-Barré syndrome, Chronic Inflammatory Demyelinating Polyneuropathy, or any
other medical condition.

